
U,S,Gff5, - Possible Proposal 
EKM j 5* MAI»74 17 155 23009 

How It Began? 

I was orignaliy contacted by Gerald Askevold of the U,SfG,S about 
a year ago for advice in regard to terminal hardware for data 
collection, At that time he had submitted a project proposal to 
the wSurvey, which was subsequently approved, The purpose of the 
project was to investigate ways for geologists, as pear to the 
field source as possible, to collect their notes in machine 
readable form, preferably in an on«line, interactive invironment, 
and, secondly, to collect Alaskan mineral resource gata in or near 
the field for transmission to the Reston, Va, Survey computer, 

Gerald's problem had some overlap with the Ideas we were working 
with on the Data Computer, Harvey Lehtman and I were invited to 
attend several demonstrations of information retrieval software 
presented for the Survey on a variety of hardware combinations. 

The project appears to have met with substantial interest and 
approval in the survey, 

Survey Background? 
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Gerald Askevold works for the Office of Resource Analysis and 
reports to Alien Clark, 

Gerald has visited ARC on several occasions# has seen ND5 
demonstrated and has talked with Doug# Mike, and Jim Norton, 
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Gerald has experessed a keen interest In NLS both for his 
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EKM |5»MAY«74 17155 23009 
U, S, G, S, * Possible proposal 

Immediate professional use and as a possible tool for the 
survey, 2feib 

Hank Berg a senior geologist at the Menlo Park Survey, 2b2 

Hank is in charge of the pamrac (Alaskan Mineral Resource 
Data Base) project, I have met Hank several times at the 
above mentioned demonstrations, He is very aware of the 
need for sophisticated tools both in the more traditional 
areas of data collection and retrieval and in the 
communications and conferencing areas, 2b2a 

The Point of All This! | 

It appears that the Survey, immediately through Gerald Askevoide, 
might entertain two small proposals from ARCi -la 

Gerald was VERY impressed by the NLS demonstrations and would 
like to use it in his own work with the possible end in view of 
making it generally available to the survey in a workshop 
environment, 3*1 

The Menlc Park Survey is planning to acquire both terminals and 
a front end type (porbably a PDPil) computer, They are in need 
of consulting on the configuration both of the hardware and the 
software, 3a2 

They are in a hurry to get started in both of these areas, 3b 
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U.S.G.S, » Possible Proposal 
EKM ) 5-MAY-74 17S55 23009 

(J23009) 15-MAY-74 17)55) Title) Aothor(sj) Elizabeth K, 
Mlchael/EKM, Distribution) /DCE( t ACTION 3 ) RWW( t ACTION ] J JCN( t 
ACTION 1 ) CHIC C ACTION ] 3 DVNC t ACTION 3 ) HGL( t INFO-ONLY J 3 KEV( 
[ INFO-ONLY 3 3 JEW£ t INFO-ONLY ] ) JDHC £ INFO-ONLY 1 3 0SM< [ 
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KIRK T5 «MAY#74 18|29 23010 
Currently it is defined to be <*B>, There is no way for a default 
TNLS user to use Ken's file recognition £eaturef <®B> doesn't do in 
the new syste ff w hat it did in the old so people certainly aren't used 
to it as it is, Please change it, 1 
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KIRK 15«MAY«74 18j29 23010 
CJ23010) 15«VAYP74 18J29J Titlei #*« DIRECTIVE ERROR! 5trlr»g Too 
Big •#* tHla"Piea5e change the default setting for ESC in TNLS to be 
ESC8 MESSAGEt Currently it is defined to be <*B> # There is no way for 
a default TNLS user to use Ken's file recognition feature, <*B> doesn't 
do in the new system what it did in the old so people certainly aren't 
used to it as it is, Please change it,»> Author(s)! KirK E, 
Kelley/KlRKj Distribution! /CHIC C ACTION ) ) KEVC t ACTION J ) FDBK( £ 
ACTION 3 ) ; SubsColleetionsi SFI»ARC? Clerk! KIRKf 
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herald length zero, why not? 
nbh 15»MAY*74 19120 23011 

why can't tthe herald be set to length zero? The prompt (if at least 
partially on) will be sufficient to Key the user, The terse option 
could be defaoult to be length zero if any prompt is on (partial or 
full), otherwise leave terse as is when no prompt is on, 

i 



herald length zero, why not? 
RLL J5»MAY«74 19820 230U 

(J23011) 15.WAY-74 198208 
Lieherman/PLL> Distribution? 
SPI-APC) Clerkj RLL? 

Title | Author(s)! Robert N, 
/FDBKC f ACTION 3 ) I Sub*Coliections| 



DVN J5-MAY-74 20|04 23013 
HELP Problems 

I tried to use HELP to answer Laura Gouldfs question about the state 
ot anglebrackets; 1 

"show content" informs you only about content in the sense of a 
global, I will undertake to fix that, 2 

"angiebrackt and "angie»bracket" were not found, X wiij fix that, 3 

The table of intrafile addresses menued under ADDRESS is confusing 
if you hit it cold, It should probablly be labied a table where it 
appeares as a menue item and might use a tew words o introduction,I 
could do that, but DM8 Knows that part of the file better, 4 

I really like the when FILENAME at the same spot spells out its 
parts in the menued line, 4a 

When i wet to EDITOR, my help image stayed on my screen, Nhen I h it 
f, I got both my help image and the file I had been in, I had to log 
out to get rid of the HELP image, 5 
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HELP Problems 
DVN |5«MAY«74 20104 23013 

CJ23013) 15*MA**74 2Q!04f Title! AqthorCs)! Dirk H, Van Nouhuys/DVNf 
Distribution! /NEWNLSC t ACTION 3 ) I Suh*Collections I SRI«ABC NEWNLS? 
Clerks DVN? 



Steps Towards USGS Proposals 
DVN j5*HAY«74 20 1 19 23014 

I heartiUy spport your efforts to get something going with the USGS, 
CM journal# 23009 #) came to me as an action item# and I#m not sure what 
I should do, 1 

I imagine Jim Norton must endorse submission of a proposal for a 
utility slot in response to Cmjournali23Q09,3al)t s uch a prpesal 
would be fairly easey to prepare as similar proposals exist, 2 

I imagine Dick watson must endorse a proposal for consulting services 
in response to (#3a2)„ Xh.e appropriate people, t#Martin (?) Charles 
(?) Ken (?) should meet to decide what it should say, *o more than 
4-5 pages should be necessary, Again I would foe happy do help as J 
could with writing the proposal, 3 
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Steps Towards USGS Proposals 
DVN l5.MAV.74 20119 23014 

CJ23014) 15.MAY-74 20:19) Title: Author(s): nirtc H. Van Nouhuys/DVN) 
Distribution! /EKM( [ ACTION ] } DCEC t ACTION I ) RWW{ t ACTION J ) 
JCN( [ ACTION J ) HGLt [ INFO.ONLY ] ) KEV( [ INFO-ONLv 1 ) MEN( t 
INFO.ONLY ] 5 WPFc ! INFO-ONLY 1 ) JHB( ( INFO.ONLY ] 3 MDKC t INFO.ONLY 
3 ) I Sub.Collections: SRI.ARC) Cierlci DVN) 



Positioning of CM alter update command! bug? 
FLL I6«MAY«74 08115 23013 

After an Update file compact command, the CM seems to fee repositioned 
in random places, Occasionally it ryturns me to the origin (not so 
bad), other times it leaves me where I am currently (wpat I expect) , 
and stlllother times placesm me somewhere else (no apparent 
significance to the address), 1 
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Hbl l$»MAY*74 08 Jl5 23015 
Positioning of CM after update coirtnandi b ug? 

CJ23015) 16«mAy*74 08 j15j Title: Author(s): Robert N f 
Lieberrnan/RLL: Distribution: /FDBK( C ACTION ] ) r Sub.Coiiectionsi 
SPI-ARC; Clerk: RLL; 



DVN KIRK 15«MAY*74 15830 23016 
Commandwords In Help: NLS currently cannot be self"teaching 

The problem of teaching a new user of Help, while dealing with a 
variety of recognition modes, is serious, 



DVN KIRK 16*MAY»74 15 > 30 23016 
Commandwords in Heipj NLS currently cannot be self^teaching 

The problem of teaching a new user of Help# while dealing with a 
variety of recognition modes# is serious, In fact unless one of the 
following four things are done# we believe that NLS cannot be self 
teaching because Help itself cannot be self teaching, 1 

1, Commandwords are eliminated from the help subsystem, 
(Commands without commandwords are possible with CML» Kirk has 
written a Whole Universe Catalog subsystem with a CvL front*end 
that does net use commandwords,) la 

2, A special "show mode" is created where the show command is 
automatically recognized and repeated, This has the disadvantages 
of CI,) reguireing some special procedure to get out of the Show 
mode in o rder to specify some other command like "Quit", C2,) 
failing to explain how to use commands in HELP other t han "Show", 
and (3,) unnecessary typing out of the word "Show" everytime, lb 

3, A default recognition mode is defined in the Hejp subsystem 
independent of the user's useroptions setting, We don't know how 
hard it would be to code such a mode, The default recognition 
mode could be either the default recognition for NLS (EXPERT# 
FIXED?) or else ANTICIPATORY, What should that default fee? ic 

4, The help software and the help database are made smart enough 
to be able to determine the user's recognition mode and give him 
the welcome messages# response to guestionmark# help subsystem 
descriptions# etc, appropriate tor that recognition mode, This 
would by far be the hardest for the Database to implement ana we 
suspect it. would also be the hardest for the software as well, id 
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DVN KIRK 15-MAY-7 4 i5 I 30 23016 
Commandwords in Help: NL5 currently cannot be self-teaching 

(J230ife) 15-MAY«74 15|30} Title} Author(s)l Dirk H, Van Noyhuys# 
Kirk £ , Kelley/DVN KIRK? Distribution: /RWWC I ACTION i ) HC,l( [ ACTION 
1 ) DIRT C t INFO-ONLY 1 ) t Sub-Collections} SRI-ARC DIRT} Clerk} KIRK} 



KEV J 5»MA¥»7 4 17 I  25 23017 
copy filtered 

Copy STRUCTURE With Filter Cthe old execute assimilate) Is now 
implemented, 
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copy filtered 
KEV |5«MAYw74 17 t 25 23017 

CJ23017) 15«»w AY*74 1 7 12 5 y Title 
Victor/KEVI Distributions / SRI-AFCC 
SHI-AFCJ C lerks KE VJ 

AuthorCsls KennetD E, (Ken) 
C INFOQNLY ] ) f SUb«Col lect ions i 



KIRK }S*MAY-74 17 152 23018 
July USING Meeting response 

July 10 at UCSH sounds fine to me, I plan to be there, »-- Kirk 
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KIRK j5*MAY*74 17852 23018 
July USING Meeting response 

C J 2 3 018) 15^ vAY*74 17 152 8 Title? (Unrecorded) Title? AUthor(s)? 
Kir* E# Kelley/KIRK? Distribution? /NJN( C INFQ»GNLY 3 ) ? 
Sub^CollectIons? SRI-ARC? ClerK? KIRKf 



SRL j 6wMAY*7 4 09 8 32 23019 
Response to Feedback Received as of 5/15/74 

This is especially directed to JCN# DCE # MEJ# JML# KIRK# DVN# FLL# 
JMB# RWW# and LEG# and an opinion is asked of everyone, 



SRI 16*MA¥«»74 09|32 23Qi9 
Response to Feedback Received as of 5/15/74 

Response to feedback received as of 5/15/74 1 

The changes listed heiow are either now in effect or will be after 
a new version of MLS is brought up, For other lists of fixed bugs 
and answers to questions see, (22973,) (22915,) (22896,), la 

Everyone * lb 

Ts there any consensus as to whether interrogate should be the 
default when entering Sendmail? Also as to what order you are 
interrogated for information? lbi 

Jim Norton » le 

The problem you had with update old and sendmail was really a 
problem with your return ring. The programmers know there is a 
bug and are working on it, Do you remember if you used split 
screens anytime during that session? lcl 

Doug * Id 

The bug with Compile Cententanalyzer has been fixed and it 
will now work for a bugged pattern, idi 

Also# in the Jump to Content and Word commands, you are now 
prompted Tt rather than RPTi in the beginnning, ld2 

Nil, Jeanne Leavitt and other TNLS users * ie 

The Print command has been changed so that viewspecs specified 
will be m effect until next changed, iel 

Kirk * if 

The problem with the number command has been fixed, Ifl 

Charles plans to Change the hardcopy command to offline, lf2 

Dirk m ig 

you commented that you never use Set Case Character, Charles 
said that force case was originally suggested ana rejected, 
since it would be easier to use# he will implement It if a 
decision is made to do so, ig! 

Markers should now work in links, ig2 

Robert * ih 

l 



SRL I6«MAY«74 09132 23019 
Response to Feedback Received as of 5/15/74 

The files you did Update File Compact on and got the message 
"file numbers do not match in storestring" are Q#K, lhi 

More information has been added to the Help system about 
statement delimiters as per your suggestion (22803#) ih2 

Jeanne Beck * ii 

IDENTLIST has been added to the Help system as suggested, ill 

Dick * 13 

The consistency problem with Y/N i n Sendmail has been fixed, Ijl 

Charles plans to change Sendmail so that when in interrogate! a 
CA may be typed to get past an item, He disagrees that a CD in 
interrogate should take you to the next interrogate command, 132 

Daura Gould • ik 

I tried frontslasb# backslash# and single quotes for a 
character address in TNL5 and they all seemed to work, If you 
still have problems let us know8 Ikl 

Content searches are now specified only by quotes (no more 
angiebrackets), A paragraph from the Help system should 
explain the new syntaxj lk2 

CONTENTADDFESSj "TYPFIN"S2W3S 
where TYPEIN c the content to be searched for (surrounded by 
quotes in Aj) 
This may be followed by M=" and a Number N and a "w" 
indicating the Nth occurence of TYPEIN as a w 0rd# and/or a 
Number N and a "s" meaning to search only within N 
statements, A "c" can be used instead of a "w" to mean the 
Nth occurence of TYPFIN a s any string, (If. a number or 
letter is not specified it will be taken to be 1), Ik2a 

me (Susan) * 11 

senamail Interrogate no longer prompts you Bi in TNLs, ill 

The file etc, specified in Sendmail will now appear in the 
Status, 112 

A user should no longer be able to send a null message# i,e, a 
file# statement# message# etc, must be specified before it will 
let you send it, 113 
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SRL lfe-MAY*74 09|32 23019 
Response to Feedback Received as of 5/15/74 

Vievspec problems with the combination Gmy on should be fixed, 1X4 
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SRL lfe«fMAY^74 09f32 23019 
Response to Feedback Received as of 5/15/74 

CJ23019) 16-WAY*74 09s32f Title! Author(S)I Susan R, Lee/SFLj 
Distribution! /SRI*ARC( f INFOwONLY 1 ) LFG( [ XNF0«0Nr Y 1 ) j 
Sub^Coliections! SRI^ARCj Clerk? SRLf 



JAKE 16*MA¥*74 X0 1 15 23020 
Baggiano visit 

10*MAY«74 0707-PDT CR AlN at USOISlJ WHERE WE f RE AT 
Distribution I EEINLER# BAGGlANQ 
Received at! tO-MAY-74 07I07J26 I 

GREETINGS? 
GOT YOUR MESSAGEC9MAX) OUR CURRENT STATUS IS J 
1, WE HAVE 3 ACCOUNTS(BAGGIANO#^AYHAN#GRAIN) AT ISI, THATS WHERE 
WE GET NAIL 
2, WE HAVE ONE ACCOUNT(CHAIN) AT OFFICE-L, I'VE BEEN USING T HAT 
TO GET INTO NLS, NICE SYSTEM, WHEN YOU GET USED TO IT, 
3 V WE ARE SH ARING PHONE NUMBERS ON RML(3) AND RADC C1 ) 
TIPS, GETTING TO THEM V IA DIA L-UP AUXOVQN LINES, WE ARE WORKING ON 
GETTING 3-5 VOICE GRADE TRUNKS TO RML, WITH MODEMS * ETC, SO WE CAN 
DIAL A LOCAKQN BASE> NUMBER AND CONNECT DIRECTLY TO PATRICKS 
TIP, THAT SHOULD COME IN IN ABOUT 2 MONTHS, 
4, I HAVE BEEN GIVING LOTS OF DEMONSTRATIONS TO VARIOUS PEOPLE 
WITHIN 
AND VISITION THE CENTER# AN D THERE IS GROWING INTEREST IN THE 

NET, 
WE A LREADY HAVE REQUEST TO GET ON T O U SE TEXT EDITORS, SIMULATORS# 
ASSEMBLERS FOR MINIS# AND GENERAL EXPERIMENTING, ia 

THANKS FOR YO UR NO TE, I'LL SEE THAT MAJ, B GETS A COPY, 
I'M WORKING ON A VISIT TO SRI ABOUT THE 13TH OF JUNE# SO MAYBE 
I'LL GET A CHANCE TO SAY HI THEN, tb 

CHEERS# 
LARRY CHAIN IC 
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Baggiano visit 
JAKE ]6.MAY»74 J0I15 23020 

CJ23020) lb*«A)[»74 10I15J Titiei Author(s)I Elizabeth j, (Jake) 
Feinler/JAKE) Clstrlbutloni /JHB jCNi Sub»Collectionsi SRI«ABC| Clerk! 
JAKEp 
Origin! <FEINIER>BI,AP,NLS(2, 16-MAY-74 10|12 JAKE | 



JHB *6*MAY*74 U«29 23021 
Feedback about Tenex Scrolling 

DHC 24**APR »74 14 8 b 3 30550 

Messagei The system recognizes TFRH SCO lines width <cr> but does not 
use the info to control printout. That is# it should Pause after 
<lines> number of lines have been printed out (if there has been no 
type-in) and wait for me to send a character Cinplying 9o«ahead)t 

It is intended to Keep text from scrolling past you before you can 
read it, 

Thanks for the support, (Also,,*Dirk did a secondary distribution to 
me,) Dave, 

1 
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Feedback about Tenex Scrolling 
JHB i6*MAY»74 1U29 23021 

(J23021) 16«NAY»74 11I29J Title; AUthor(s); James H, Bair/JHB; 
Distribution! /FEED(info only) FDBk(tertiary distribution) FDBK(tertiary 
distribution! ACTION) DHCdnfo on action); Sub*Coliections; SRIwARCy 
Cierkj JHB; 



KIRK lfc*MAYw74 12S 47 23022 
Please change the default setting for ESCAPE In TNLS back to tee 
ESCAPE 

The current Implementation makes it impossible for NLS to be 
self-teaching, 



KIRK J6*MAY*74 12 I 47 
Please change the default setting for ESCAPE in TNLS back: to be 
ESCAPE 

23022 

Currently it is defined to be <*B>, There is no way f©r a default 
TNLS user to use Ken's file recognition feature, <*B> doesn't do in 
the new system what it did in the old so people certairly aren't used 
to it as it is, I suggest this be changed in your default useroption 
parameters specification, Also# is there anY way you could submit 
some of your specifications now so they can be implemented while we 
wait for resolution of the others? , 1 
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KIRK 16-MAY-7 4 12147 
Please change the default set.tlno for ESCAPE in TNLS bacK to be 
ESCAPE 

CJ23022) 16-RAY-74 12147) Title) (Unrecorded) Title) Author(s)) 
KlrK E. Kelley/KIRK) Distribution) /JHBC [ ACTION ] ) DIRT( ( INFO-ONLY 
J ) ) sub-Collections) SRI-ARC DIRT) Clerk) KIRK) 



HEH vJHB KIHK i6*MAY*74 14145 23023 
lineprocessor feedback 

autborsJHB dateilS may 74 timei4f30 I 

all of a sudden received stream of garbage characters, in command 
mode that i couldn't stop, some of them were executed causing 
file to be renamed, la 

authoridHB datesl5 may 74 2 

<*C> and con do not clear screen for tenex, neither does reset, 2a 

authoridHB datejlS may 74 3 

spilt screen insert statementf^dumped part of statement into tenex 
window and doubled the viewspec fdbk, 3a 

authoridHB dateilS may 74 4 

would randomly not clear fdbk windows, 4a 

authorikirk dateis may 74 timetl5i31 5 

backspace character CBC key) is defined to be <*H> which doesn't 
wok in tenex and means something different in Nhs, it should be 
defined to be <*A>, 5a 

authorikirk datel9 may 74 timet9H8 6 

1 had viewspec B and h and then changed to W but i only got 2 
lines no matter what i did after that, i could not get more than 
2 lines for a statement, 6a 

authorikirk 7 

i got hUng# characters went in but nothing came bacx, reset LP 
and <*P> worked, 7a 

autporiMEH 8 

same bug as one listed previously, reset tip channel by 
disconnecting modem, works ok now, for some reson tip gets in a 
state where it will not listen to <*P>, 8a 

1 
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lineprocessor feedback 
MEH JHB KIRK |6«MAY»74 14^45 23023 

(j23023) 16*MAY«74 14i45j Titles Author(s)s Martin E, Hardy, James 
H| Bair, Kirk E« Kelley/MEH JHB KIRK} Distributions /FDBKC t INF0*0NLY 3 
) } Sub •'Collect ions I SRI»ARC; Clerks SLJj 



Interrogate opinion 
KIRK 56*MA¥«74 1980S 23024 

I thin* the order should bei (1) Title (2) Type of source (3) Send 
(4) Show status (S) Done, first impression is I wouldn't want 
interrogate to be the default hut I haven ft thought afc©ut it, 
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interrogate opinion 
KIRK 16«MAY»74 19 J 05 23024 

(J23024) 16*KAY*74 J. 9 1 0 5 1  Title! Author( S ) |  Kirk f Kelley/KXRK j 
Distribution! /FDBKC t INFQ«DNLY 3 ) f Sub»Collectionst SRI*ABC| Clerk! 
KIRK? 



KIRK J6*MA¥*74 19J 10 23025 
I'* in favor of force (case) STRING/STRUCTURE DESTINATION OKf f It 
would be nice if it was a first level command (freeze is not 
available in TNLS anyway), 



KIRK i6»MAY»74 i9« 10 23025 
I'm in favor of Force (case) STRING/STRUCTURE DESTINATION OKt , It 
would be nice if it was a first level command (freeze js not 
available in TNI>8 anyway), 

Set Case is unuseable, 

I 



KIRK t 6«MAY»74 19|10 23025 
I'm in favor of Force Cease) STRING/STRUCTURE DESTINATION OKi # It 
would be nice if it was a first level command (freeze is not 
available in TNL5 anyway), 

(J23025) 16-MAY*74 19 810 f Title? Authors)? Kirk E« Kelley/KIRK? 
Distribution? /FDBKC C INFO»ONLY 3 ) ? Sub*Coliections\ SRI«AFC| Clerk? 
KIRK? 



PVN i5*MAY»74 20U9 23026 
Steps Towards USGS Proposals 

I heartiliy spport your efforts to get something going with the USGS, 
(Mjournai,23009#) came to me as an action Item, and I'm not sure what 
I should dof * 

I imagine Jim Norton must endorse submission of a proposal for a 
utility slot in response to (mjournal,23009,3al), such a prposal 
would be fairly eascy to prepare as similar proposals exist, 2 

I imagine Die* Watson must endorse a proposal for consulting services 
in response to C#3a2), The appropriate people,9,Martin C?) Charles 
C?) Ken C?) should meet to decide what it should say, no more tban 
4-5 pages should be necessary, Again I would be happy no help as I 
could with writing the proposal, 3 
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Steps Towards uses Proposals 
DVN ) 5-MAY-74 20119 23026 

(J23026) 15-NAY-74 20|19J Titlei Autbor(s)! DirK H, Van Nounuys/OVN) 
Distribution! /EKM( t ACTION ) ) DCEC I ACTION J ) RWW( [ ACTION J ) 
JCN( [ ACTION J ) HGL( t INFO-ONLY J ) KEV( C INFO-ONLy ) ) MEN( C 
INFO-ONLY ] ) KRFC C INFO-ONLY 1 ) JHBC C INFO-ONLY ) ) MDK( ( INFO-ONLY 
] ) I sub-Col lections! SRI-ARCi ClerNi PVNI 



KIRK j6*MAY»74 20828 23027 
Bug with viewspecs and jumping 

When you jump to item and point to a statement at the top of the 
screen and change the viewspecs# nothing happens, Vie^spec i seems 
to correct the problem, 

1 



KIRK 16.MA¥»74 20«28 23027 
Bug with viewspecs and jumping 

(J23027) 16pVAY«74 20128 f  Title? Author( S ) ?  Kir* F# K eliey/KIR 
Distribution? /BUG5( [ ACTION 1 ) ? Sub*Coliections? $RI*ARC BUGS? 
Clerx? KIRK? 



DVN 17»MAY«7 4 09143 23028 
DRAFT Plan for SRl Capabilities Center 

This is submited for inclusion in a report on fInstltute«wide Text 
Hnadiing* B 



DVM 17«MAY"»74 09:43 23028 
DRAFT Plan for SRI Capabilities Center 

Overview 1 

Let us imagine a Center for the purpose of providing boiler Plate, 
We could not call it the Boiler Plate Center# of course# so let's 
call it the Capability Center, It would provide writeups for 
direct use or easy tailoring to fit proposals# CBD responses# and 
other promotional or semipromotional material aimed at readers 
outside SRI, The subjects would certainly include SRI* related 
experience and resumes# and might also include facilities# SRI 
management# and the rote contract and cost writeups of proposals, ia 

There are a number of questions about this Center which I want to 
put off for a moment such as how the boiler plate is stored# the 
physical and organizational location of the Center# etc, lb 

I want to imagine what information is stored# who uses it# and the 
roles central personnel must fill to serve them, More 
conventioanl job descriptions will depend on the storage medium, lc 

I imagine storage space in the end equivalent to about four 
four«drawer file cabinets for (roughly 50#QOO pages or 6 X 10 (7) 
characters), id 

At the source level# storage would hold writeups cut out of 
previous proposals and other source documents, le 

At the next level of refinement would be writeups on areas of 
interest, For example the file might contain the related 
experience from a proposal on zirconium creep# whcih would be 
one source for a for*the»file writeup on stress analysis, lei 

Such writeups would draw on the files# and also on 
interviews with researchers, Appropriate experts (typically 
department heads at this level) would approve them, They 
would be clearly writen# dated# include lists by number of 
photos and drawings held by SRI# and perhaps cross 
references to reports, ieia 

Higher level Writeups# say on Materiels in the the example# 
would summarize larger areas of SRI work: as appropriate, ie2 

At a third higher level of finish# the Center might make 
available preprinted sheets or foldouts nicely formatted with 
photographs and other illustration, (lifted from previous 
documents) describing SRI's capabilities, Such preprints# 
although more or less inappropriate to any given use, could be 
attractive and quickly boundwin off the shelf, le3 

Let us consider the roles necessary to create these files? if 
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Typing* someone who can key in > and edit information in 
whatever storage mediums we are using, 1*1 

Writinqt someone who prepares the summary, I*2 

Reading* someone who reads all of SRI#s proposals and many 
other documents and chooses what to store, l*3 

Formatting Crepro typist)* someone to deal with the layout of 
the preprinted material, I* 4 

Retrieving* someone who can hand appropriate pieces of paper to 
an ignorant user, 1*5 

I picture two ways of using of this information, First* authors at 
the time they have begun to assemble their proposai (or whatever) 
come to the Center and ask for a paper on a certain subject, The 
retriever hands them paper which they browse through. They select 
some as appropriate, some one will probably have to edit this 
paper lightly to tailor it to each specific use, ig 

Secondy* I imagine the author of selected important proposals 
would be able to can on help *rom a writer wpo would study the 
outline of the proposal* talk with the author or leader* and, 
knowing the files* assemble and/or be able to write rapidly 
appropriate descriptions of capabiltiies, ih 

This overview Proposes a model for Providng capabilities 
information, some other kinds of boiler plate could be handled in 
the same ways descriptions Of SRI management* descriptions of 
facilities* rsumes, The center could also provide in skeletal 
form management sections and cost sections of proposals, ii 

SRI Report Retrieval and Indexing 2 

As people writing documents with marketing purposes need boiler 
plate* researchers need facts which may lie concealed in previous 
SRI reports, The occasions and procedures for making facts 
available however differ from procedures for making boiler plate 
available, 2a 

The user needs the information when she is doing research* not 
when she is writing proposals, 2al 

The user needs facts# not paper* questions of clarity* 
edititng* etc, do not apply, 2a2 

indexing and retrieval are much different, We can retrieve 
boiler plate from files nicely by organizing them 
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hierarchically according to the subjects with thin 
cross-referencing. Fact- retrieval must be highly 
cross-referenced, For obscure facts, a Key word«inpcontext, 
"indexing system", based on online storage of abstracts of SRI 
reports Cor at least a list of Key words) would be a practical 
ideal, 2a3 

What SFI researchers need is a service for SRI reports like the 
service Chem Abstracts, for example, gives chemists, 2b 

At present# not all SRI reports come to the attention of people 
who are interesteded in storing them for general use, it would be 
very difficult to remedy that situation completely because people 
working in divisions want to get out their letter reports without 
hassling with bureaucratic procedures that would capture it for 
retrieval, However, a well publiczsed and effective index and 
retrieval system would attract some of these reports, and we could 
at least be sure to capture all those that pass through Report 
Services, 2c 

Assuming that when documents enter Report Services they enter a 
form that computers can read, programs that automatically do 
lndexing«like work could be very helpful to report storage and 
retrieval, They could, for example, extract keywords from reports 
that failed to have abstracts, 2d 

Commercial services stope and retrieve abstracts on the basis of 
Keywork in context, l,ef# Lockheed's Dialog system, it seems to me 
apropriate to investigate the use of such a system by SRI, 2e 

Use of a commercial system raises privacy questions, Clearly 
we do not want informaton such as contract values to be on a 
system that is not secure, SRI might seriously consider 
separating private information from the abstracts and allowing 
the abstracts to be available to any user on the system (as all 
the abstracts known to the DIALOG system are available to all 
users) as advertising, 2ei 

Thus some researcher who had never heard of SRI could come 
upon an abstract that indicated SRI's knowledge of his 
subject, 2eia 

Although separate from the Capabilities Center an "SRI abstracts 
index" should be stored in compatible media and have 
cross-reference, 2f 

Sample Subject File Organization 3 

Physicsi 
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An online writeup on SRI Physics, About one Page, Clearly written, 
Approved by the authorities, Revised atleast annually. Dated, Also 
a list of numbers of cited photos and drawings, perhaps of reports 
by number, cross references to other relevant writeups, 3a 

Plasma Physicsi 
An online writeup on SRI Plasma Physcs, Clearly written, About 
one page, Approved by the authorities (probably department 
head(s), Revised at least annually, Dated, Also a list of 
numbers of cited photos and drawings, perhaps of reports by 
number, cross references to other relevant writeups, 3a! 

Appropriate related experience extracted from previous 
proposal, Dated, 3ala 

Appropriate related experience extracted from previous CBD 
response. Dated, 3alb 

Appropriate related experience extracted from Brochure, 
Dated, 3alc 

R 
* 

More of the same, 
« 

[ 3ald 

Plasma Physicsi 
A hardcopy page on SRI Plasma Physics, Maybe a foidout, Clearly 
written and handsomely laid out, Approved by the authorities 
(probably department head(S), Revised a least annually, 
Unobtrusively dated, stock on hand for quick binding into larger 
documents, (Hardcopy writeups only on frequently used or 
otherwise Important subjects} 3b 

» 
,Soiid State Physics* 
§ 

« 
t 
Radio Physicsi 
• 
» 
tetc, 3c 

Organizational Location 4 
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Organizational location is important to the success of a 
Capability center, it must not be redded to any division, and it 
must not be wedded to any organization with its own strong 
retrieval tradition that will distort the Center's goals and 
methods, Studying the SRI organization chart and talking with 
scattered people, I find it easier to see where the Capability 
Center should not go than where it should go, 4a 

It should not go in any division because it is most effective in 
interdisciplinary and interdivisionai work and personnel should 
not identify with any division or technical subject, 4b 

it should not be attached to the library because most of the 
documents in a library are not relevant to it and because people 
in a library tend to feel satisfied when they have given somebody 
a piece of paper that contains the information that he wants, 
while our peoples hould not be satisifed until a proposal (or 
whatever) contains words appropriate to its persuasive purpose, 4c 

it should not be attached to the contracts organization because 
contrac*by*contract files fragment information with respect to 
these purposes and present special privacy problems, 4d 

Such Centers have been attached to marketing and editing in other 
organizations ,and SRI marketing appears to be too divided to 
promote the Center's synergistic function, 4e 

Editing has attempted to fill some such needs in the past and 
still supplies resumes, Many editors would be quite capable in 
some of the roles discussed above, I think that Editing is not 
and has not proved to be an appropriate organizational location 
because the personnel keep being drawn off by their normal flow of 
crises, The people in the Capabilty Center must be free to do 
their own work, 4f 

The Center should not be in Computer Planning and Operations 
because it is not a computer system but a service which may use 
some compute* based tools, 4g 

This reasoning eliminates all the first-glance answers, The 
Center might be staff either to the Office of Research Operations 
or to the Office of Finance and Administration, It is not 
fundamentally an administrative or finanacial function, The 
charter of Research Operations to coordinate interdivisionai work 
and proposals suggests a staff position at that point, 4h 

This discussion suggests a general question of proposal support 
at SRI, In general, few people are experts in either writing 
proposals ororganizing the effort of writing large proposals which 
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is a one*timewthrough developmental project liKe building a bridge 
or developmental hardware, Those who are experienced are 
attached to divisions, It would profit SRI to have a person or 
persons who Centered his interests on proposal preparations and 
could assist leaders of substantial interdisciplinary proposals to 
plan the proposal outline, with the physical and organizational 
problems of assembling the document, and with writing summary 
material, 4 1 

if such a service were available at SRI, the capability Center 
should sit next to it* 4:1 

Storage 5 

Assuming that the sources capabilities information (writeups in 
existing documents) is available in computer readable form because 
existing documents are passing through reports services in 
computer readable form, it would be easy to store the capabilities 
files in a form computers can read, ba 

Computer-based storage offers advantages both in retrieval and 
output, bal 

The retriever can call for informaton by various categories 
of search, Keywords, date,format# etc, Sala 

Elaboarte retrieval schemes can be expensive in 
programming and running time* design worK should be 
careful in this area and include revision on the basis of 
experience, Salal 

Note also that a simple hierarchical organization with 
modest cross referencing cap usually locate the right 
paper, The advantage of computer retrieval is real but 
not great, 5ala2 

In the Xon9 run# automated generation of summary material 
may be the most important reason for computer storage, saib 

I,e,, in a CBD response (or proposal)# it is often 
advantageous to summarize the relevance many resumes by a 
single table In the form of matrix with the names of 
researchers on one axis and fields of experience on the 
other, A program could creat eand print such a matrix 
automatically from online resumes, 5aibl 

Retrieval strategies and automated generation of summary 
material add a n®w role to our Centers programming, Sale 
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Cost iray be an advantage of computer storage# depending on 
cost of implementing the computer system and context of 
storage and procedures in which the writeup is used, Said 

Cost in a nonpcomputer system would be for items such as# 
storage space, ciericai time for retrieval# author time 
for retrieval cost of copying pages to give the author# 
cost of retyping, Saidl 

Equivalent computer costs are storage space# clerical 
retrieval time (presumably less)# author retrieval time 
(presumably less) retyping (presumably less), printout 
(presumably somewhat, cheaper than Xerox), Depending on 
the context of storage and procedures there might be a 
savings against retyping and handling cost in transmiting 
text directly from the online storage of the Capabilities 
Center to the online storage of a document in production 
in Repoort Services, 5ald2 

But note the paper Problem below, 5ald2a 

Distant offices (see below) offer special cost 
problem, A Center based on conventional storage could 
respond to questions phoned or written in by sending 
paper copies to the distant office, But they would 
have to send much too much paper to allow the author 
to browse, Online acess might well be cheaper, 5>ald2b 

Decisions will have to be made about the storage medium? 
different types of disk# vs different types of online storage 
vs different types of tape etc, The system must be compatible 
with the Report Productions system, The decisions about storage 
medium will alter the retrieval stratagles and possibly what 
kind of a job the retriever has, Sa2 

The SRI text handling project for the moment does not include 
graphics, But drawings and photographs are often very 
important to establishing capabilties, The online file could 
store the photographs or illustration numbers, A certain 
number of sample illustrations and photographs should be 
available as hard copy for browsing, 5a3 

Writers preparing summaries or writing the related experience 
sections of proposals presumably would be trained to work on-line, 5b 

The Paper Problem 5c 

Consider the following cycle? Few authors will want to work 
online, Tdwhe retriever then will have to provide the author 
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with print-out at a certain expense. The author will either 
choose or reject the printout page by page, The retriever will 
have to either collect the rejected pages and file them in a 
hard copy file system duplicating the online system or else 
throw them away, The author will normally want small changes 
in the copy she chooses # In the system lnvisioned in this 
report# she will have to as* some specialist (a typist in the 
Capability Center) to make the changes online or take the paper 
home to her typist for revision and lose the advantages on 
online revision, 5cl 

Personnel 6 

if we assume a facility in a central location with online storage# 
we probably need a manager who spends some of her time writing# 
culling sources# and supporting proposals? another writer# someone 
to maintain the file system# and a typist* All should be able to 
operate the online system. In addition# they would need support 
from repro typists Cor the online equivalent) and from a 
programmer, That is a fairly expensive proposition but I don't 
see how we could get away with less, 6a 

At extra writer and an extra typist at the beginning# say the 
first six months# would be useful to set up a solid body of 
summaries and type in material from old offline sources, 6b 

Classified Information 7 

Beeaue of limitations on the privacy of computer data bases# it 
would be inappropriate to store classified information on*linef 
It mmight be useful to maintian a separate paper file with 
parallel structure for classified informaton, 7a 

It certainly would be possible to cite classified documents in the 
online descriptions of SRI work in given fields, 7b 

Physical Location! 8 

Short Run 8a 

The Capabilities Center should be In some central place, It 
should include not only space for its own personnel and their 
computer peripheral equipment# hut in addition a reasonably 
pleasant space for authors to browse and work# that is a table 
and chairs in a somewhat quiet place, Sal 

Distant Offices 8b 

in so far as they need to inform people of SRI capabilities# 
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offices such as Washington and Hunstville stana to gain more 
from a Capabilities Center than local departments, A Center 
operating in conevetional media or with only local computer 
access could respond to mailed or phoned questions by sending a 
bundle of paper# but such response is slow and expensive in 
retriever and author time and in copying costs, 8bl 

A terminal with access to the Center's file its retrieval 
routines, a nd some form of local paper output would be more 
responsive to the needs of distant offices than conevetional 
communication, Such a setup could be connected to the computer 
supporting the Center either through telephone lines or through 
one of the existing specialized computer networks, Such a 
terminal at a distant office might also be used for report 
production and other purposes, 8b2 

The distant office would need special arrangments for using 
retrieval procedures, Three posibilities are: 8b3 

Training people at the distant office in the retrieval 
Procedure, Probably difficult since any given person would 
use the system infrequently, 8b3a 

Having a parallel communication channel open b etween the 
user at the distant office and a trained person at SRI: 
Possible Channels include a voice telephone line or a 
terminal*to*terminai hookup within the computer system 
whereby the two people can type to each other, Probably best 
in the short run, 8b3b 

Interactive programs that would prompt the distant user in 
sophisticated ways, Maybe for the long run, 8b3c 

Long Run 8c 

we look forward to the day when terminals supporting 
publication will be scattered at SRI, Such terminals shoud be 
compatible with the Capabilities Center, and, if the 
Capabilities Center is parasitic on Reports Services for its 
raw material, there should be little difficulty in keeping them 
compatible, The people who use these terminals will foe in a 
position very similar to those using the terminals at distant 
offices considered above, Perhaps that is the point where we 
would consider seriously sophisticated interactive programs to 
prompt naive users, 8cl 

Costs 9 

Personnel 9a 
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Very roughly? si5-20#Q0Q/year before overhead for a 
writer/manager? $10*15,000 for another Writer# $8-l0#Q00 for a 
Retriever* $6-8000 tor a typist# $4*5000 for part-time repro 
typing support? $7*10 for part-time programming support, 9al 

That means up towards $60#000 a year, gala 

Note that more writing and typing support would be useful in 
the first six months, 9alb 

Computer 9b 

Storage 

Roughly 5Q#000 Pages when UP t o full strength, Very hard to 
figure before decidinq on the storage medium, 9bla 

Peripherals 9 b 2 

Depending on storage# one CRT and one hard copy terminal# 
one tape or disk drive# each at $100-5150 a month 
s$3600/year, 9b2a 

Retrieval 9b3 

If from online files? $5 per instance, 10 instance per day# 
250 days a year gives $10#000# all 3/4-blina guesses# 
s$|2#500/year t 9 b3a 

writing and up Dating 9h4 

2 people on 6 hours a day at system cost/hr might be a rough 
guesss 9b4a 

The same work is going on in the insitute now? presumably less 
effciently and perhaps less well, 9c 

These cost are based on a design that I rouhgly imagine gives most 
efficent service, It is possible to cut services and cut costs, 9d 

Charging 1° 

There is a question whether the Capabilities Center should 
charge internally for its services# charge part of its cost, or 
not at all, 10a 

The Center will have to run for some time before it will have 
gathered enough materiea to be useful# possibly three months, 
Even when its personnel and friends think: its is useful# It will 
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encounter a lot of resistance from guys who think# sometimes 
correctly# that what is in his division office or desk drawer is 
better# think people who are not technical specialists can*t 
possibly know anything# or are hostile/afraid of computers# etc, 10b 

It is not diffcult to find ways to charge, The center could charge 
per retrieval (per instance or on some per»page basis)? it could 
charge for its preprinted sheets* and it c 0uld charge for the 
hours of its writers doing reserach and tailoring writeups to fit 
specific outgoing documents, it could also charge parts of SRI for 
writing summaries of their field# but it seems likely it would 
seldom get business on that basis? it is more often other 
departments who feel the need of the writeups. Other possibilities 
such as charging for storage exist, 10c 

The Center could establish both its data base and its clientele 
most easily if its services were free to its users for say the 
first year, SRI pays the bill anyway, At that time it might be 
appropriate to consider charging strategies that would establish 
whether all or parts of its services were really worthwhile to its 
users, lQd 
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Text that Tenex HELP system gives to user (Index to HELP *s Tenex 
database) 

% 1 

To get specific HELP# type any Keyword on the left, 
To quit, type controls, 

2 

NEWS To get latest info on NIC a nd OFFICE*1 r esources # 3 

ACCOUNTS How to obtain a computer account at the NIC 4 

QUOTA How the group allocation scheme works tor NIC users 5 

QUERY How to browse through NIC data bases 6 

ARPANEWS How to read the ARPANET News on*line 7 

RESOURCES How to learn about Network resources 8 

% 9 

NLS How to use NLS, the software system developed by 5RI*ARC 10 

IDENTS HOW to obtain and use a NIC "IDENT" 11 

HOSTNAMES How to learn about or generate new Host Names 12 

TIP How to connect to the NIC at 0FFICE-1 via TIP#s 13 

ARCHIVE How to archive files and retrieve archived files 14 

OTHER How to use other NIC services not listed above 15 

HELP To get this opening message again ih 

% 17 

A Keyword may be partially typed, and completed with "ESCAPE", It 
must be terminated with "CARRIAGE*RETURN« # 18 
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(J23029) 17»MAY*74 10:29) Title: Author(s): Michael D, KudiicK/MDK: 
Distribution: /MDK) Sub»Coiiections: SRI*AHC) cierK: MDK) 
Origin: <KUDUCK>HELPTEXT,NLS)11, 15-FEB..74 18:01 MDK ) 
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Duanei No way to do that simply with directives, SRl fs standard 
format is similar# so I wrote a user content analyzer program which 
does approximately that, It's called SRIFORM, we may be able to 
modify the format slightly to get just what you want f Take a look at 
eh program and let us know if you guys need help modifying it, 
(Note* it does a special thing for statements with bullets, i,e# 
starting with , or -) You can update a file, reformat it with the 
program, do an output device printer, the unlock the file, --Dean 1 
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(J23030) 17»MAY*74 11)14) Title! Author(s)) N, Dean Meyer/NDM) 
Distribution) /DLS FEED) SubwCollectionss RADC ) ClerM NDM) 
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IXlegal Statement Return Ring after Horizontally Split Screens 

Err Is calld from READSR+6 called from XR1NGJUNP+31f 1 
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CvJ23031 ) 17*MAY«74 12 110 r Titl 
Distribution! /BUGSC c ACTION ] ) 
Cierki KXRKj 

8 Author(s)! Kirk E, Keliey/KIRKJ 
SubwCollections 8 SRI*ARC BUGS f 



Trying out interrogate 

/ 

KIKK 17-MAY-74 12HB 

After consideration# Interrogate as a default mode when entering 
SENDMAIL seems to be a good idea only it the user does not already 
have an unfinished item, This would also make a good signal that 
would help me avoid a problem I've had where I've quit out of 
SENDMAIL unfinished# then gone back in and started on a new item only 
to find sometimes embarrasing parameters attached to the new item 
that were left over from the old, 
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My Statement Return Stack goes bad a lot (errormessagei illegal 
Statement Return Ring), Why is tnat and how do I fix it, that is, 
once I've gotten that message Jump to Return won't work for the rest 
of that NLS session? * 
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Towards the Design of an Online Calendar Subsystem 

This is a first draft of some of my ideas about a calendar subsystem, 
I would welcome comments and criticisms, 
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* # * # ROUGH DRAFT * # * # 

TOWARDS THE DESIGN OF AN ONLINE CALENDAR SUBSYSTEM 

INTRODUCTION 

An online calendar subsystem is being considered for 
implementation on the intelligent terminals of the MST p rogram, 
It is argued that since the MST system will be designed to become 
the prototype Of the integrated working environment of the 
excecufcives and knowledge workers of tomorrowf a flexible online 
calendar must be incorporated in that system, 3a 

Such an online calendar system can be implemented with the 
presently existing technology# In the long run# tnere is no doubt 
that it will be neede and become very useful, In the short run# 
however# there does not seem to be any urgency at all as the 
potential advantages of such a system are not likely to 
materialise in the early phases of the project, 3h 

For instance# it has been pointed out that unless the system is 
highly reliable and totally available at all time it will be 
necessary for every user to maintain in practice a dual 
calendar system, This would create unwanted duplication and 
even possibly some confusion, 3bl 

Periodic printouts of all the calendar files will be required 
to provide the back up system that will be needed in case of 
system failure, This relatively unwieldy manipulation of 
printouts will be part of the price of an online calendar 
system, Also# it will mean a significantly increased paper 
consumption, 3b2 

Thusf it is not obvious whetner or not an online calendar 
subsystem should be implemented in the near future, It basically 
depends qn« 3c 

a) whether or not it would provide users with some significant 
improvements over the present manual calendar systems and# 3ci 

b) whether or not it would open up immediately some 
experimental possibilities that would enrich considerably the 
experimental working environment, 3c2 

A cursory analysis indicates that the most commonly used 
"calendar" systems are generally deemed to be reasonably 
satisfactory from a practical viewpoint, The scheduling 
procedures and mechanical aspects of these systems do not seem to 
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present any major problem. Furthermore# it is usually not 
considered that that storage and retrieval of past calendar 
records is either necessary or even desirable, 3d 

The major difficulties seem rather to stem from the many personal 
interactions that demand personal intervention and from some 
personal considerations and organizational intricacies that 
prevail in our present office culture. These are the sources of 
the major problems, 3e 

Hence# to be really justifiable# an online calendar system mus 
focus on new possibilties and new features and deal only with the 
more common calendar features insofar as they are needed to 
support the new aspects, Let us examine some possibiiities, 3£ 

p A group calendar system would allow more effective scheduling 
of conference rooms and other common facilities or equipment 
needed for meetings and other group sessions, Decentralized 
coordination would become feasible and all necessary 
information exchanges would be greatly simplified, 3f1 

• Under certain conditions# an automatic reminder system could 
be a very effective tool, It could be effective for instance 
for dealing in a flexible fashion with delayed events or events 
that are planned for a more or less distant future, it could 
also be effective for dealing with group reminders# 
acknowledgements and comfirmations of events which would all 
enhance individual and group interactions, 3f2 

- Records of group events could be centrally maintained for 
easier group interactions and possibly catalogued and stored 
for future reference and retrieval, Cross referencing of group 
records with individual calendar systems could potentially save 
much duplication and many costly Iterations in the preparation 
of group events, 3£3 

• Calling meetings could be simplified if it were possible to 
check online whether or not any invited participant has a 
scheduling conflict for the proposed date or dates, 3f4 

The following comments made by two excecutive secretaries at 
SRI give some indication of the scope of that problems 3f4a 

« "Calling meetings is the most frustrating thing. Everyone 
must be called# usually twice# and when one time is 
unacceptable then I often have to wait for Dr, X again to 
set a new time and the whole cycle starts ail over again," 3f4b 

m "Calling meetings is very time consuming, Often meetings 
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have to be set up between 5 or more peoplet The first thing 
to do is to check when the conference room is free, and then 
Keep calling people until a satisfactory arrangement can be 
reached. This usually takes several times," 3t4c 

•• "Mr, X has from 20-25 scheduled meetings per week and any 
number of informal meetings," 3f4d 

- " Mr, X has from 5-10 meetings per week# most of which are 
scheduled in advance," 3f4e 

To summarize# it seems that under present conditions there is no 
urgent need for an online calendar system that would only 
duplicate the most commonly used manual systems. However# an 
experimental system that would be oriented towards group needs# 
while retaining some of the features of the manual systems# would 
offer enough promising possibilities to justify early 
implementation, 3d 

A preliminary outline of such a system is given here, it is based 
on the following long run premises, 3h 

1) we assume that in the new online working environment that is 
being developed each Knowledge worker will have a terminal 
available In his own office that will be constantly logged in 
and ready for use, 3hl 

2) We assume that the overall reliability of the system will be 
such that reliance on an online calendar system win be 
practical, However# some alternate orocedure must be developed 
in parallel that will substitute for the online system when it 
is down, 3h2 

3) Most people in a given working environment will have such a 
system at their disposal and thus communications among 
coworkers will be easy and efficient, 3h3 

4) The need for privacy can be guaranteed to every user with a 
high degree of confidence, 3h4 

A PERSONAL CALENDAR SYSTEM 4 

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS 4a 

An online calendar system should have certain basic 
characteristics that seem essential, A few of these ares 4ai 

- SIMPLICITY 4a2 

3 
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If the system is to be generally adopted as a working tool 
it must be convenient to use and its features must be simple 
and easy to learn, This Implies that it should be at least 
as easy to manipulate as the most commonly used manual 
calendar systems ana offer the same advantages and 
flexibiliy# 4a2a 

AUTOMATIC UPDATING 4a3 

For most users# yesterday's calendar items are essentially 
worthless or# at best# a matter of record, Desk calendars 
allow us literally to turn the pages and proceed with 
current business, An online system must provide us with the 
same feature# i#ef# it should automatically update every day 
all personal schedules and record files In order to keep 
constantly the main focus on current business, 4a3a 

IMBEDDED MASTER CALENDAR 4a4 

A master calendar should be built in the system that would 
indicate the days of the week# including of course the 
weekends# and ail official holidays, 4a4a 

A query sytem should be developed that would answer 
questions such asi" what day win be May 31st?" or "when is 
Labor day?" or indicate "what date corresponds to, say, 12 
working days from today?", it should also allow a user to 
schedule an event three# or ten# or fifteen working days 
ahead without having to specify the actual calendar dates# 4a4b 

PRIVACT 4a5 

The personal calendar system must remain a private tool, 
Nobody should have the capability to access the calendar 
system of anybody else without being explicitely invited to 
do so, This restriction has several implications! 4a5a 

Secretaries should have read and write access to the 
calendar systems of those for whom they are working# 
This implies that procedures should be developed that 
will allow smooth coordination of the record keeping and 
eliminate effectively all possible conflicts and 
mistakes, 4a5al 

Occasionally, one should be able to grant temporary read 
acces to a third party# A special key system or a 
temporary# limited authorization procedure could be 
instituted to that effect# It could allow for instance 
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person X to access twice the calendar system of person y 
when the latter initiates such an authorization, 4a5a2 

A further exception to the no access rule deals with 
availability checks for meeting coordination, It is 
discussed beiow, 4a5a3 

* CALLING MEETINGS 4a6 

A person who wants to call a meeting ought to be able to 
query the personal calendar systems of ail contemplated 
participants in order to check for possible scheduling 
conflicts, 4a6a 

One should have the option to do that type of queries either 
by group identification or by individual identifications or 
names, The answer to such a query should give the list of 
names of those showing potential conflicts, 4a6b 

However# final arrangements should never oe allowed to be 
done automatically and the system should be designed in such 
a fashion that personal interactions are made easier rather 
than attempting to replace them, 4a6c 

FUNCTIONS 4b 

scheduling 4bl 

An advanced schedule of planned personal events » 
appointments# meetings# trips# visits, phone cans to be 
given# deadlines# and so on * should show at a glance the 
free and busy periods for several weeks in advance, The 
following example illustrates what an online schedule for a 
two week period could look like,, 4bla 

This schedule should be updated each day by deleting 
yesterday's row and adding a new day at the bottom of the 
schedule, All known events for that day# i„e# all events 
that were previously recorded in the calendar system# should 
be noted on the schedule when that day appears, 4blb 

Each event should appear on the schedule in the form of a 
mnemonic character that will be repeated on the schedule to 
cover the necessary number of 15 minute time periods the 
event is supposed to last, Exi ,WWWW,WW might represent a 
90 minute meeting with Watson at the indicate time, we call 
this mnemonic reminder a trace, 4blc 

With each trace there is an associated caiendar record that 
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contains all useful information about the event along with 
any further details or comments that are relevant to that 
event, 

When pointing to any trace the corresponding record should 
be displayed and# at insertion time# such a record should be 
automatically created, An updating procedure should be 
developed,, 

EXAMPLE I PERSONAL CALENDAR FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD IN APRIL 

4btd 

4ble 

4C 

APRIL 7 
EVE 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

4d 

THU 18 

FRX 19 

SAT 20 

SUN 21 
9 

BB, 

g x x xx # xx x x t x xx x «  

4e 

MON 22 
#tttt #tttt, tttt, tttt, tttt,tttt,tttt,tttt,tttt,tttt,tttt,ttt t 
TUE 23 

WED 24 

THU 25 

FRI 26 
t 
SAT 27 ,tttt,tttt 

SUN 28 
» 

MON 29 

TUE 30 

WED 1 
9 

ssss 
tttt 

ssss 

tttt 

WW 

xxxx ,xxxx  

X 

tttt tttt 

XX 

• *### 

XX 

DDDD * 

#**# • 

m m I <f * 
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4F 

Scrolling 4t? 

It should be easy to browse through the calendar system, 
Both forward and backward scrolling should be allowed, 4fia 

Action Items 4 f2 

Action items other than scheduled events should be handled 
by the calendar system, several lists of such items » a 
weekly one and daily ones « should be maitained by the 
calendar subsystem, Special traces on the schedule ought to 
link the latter to these lists, 4*2 a 

PECO&DS 4f3 

A detailed record of the scheduled event should be created, 
It should include the following items * to be prompted by 
the system at insertion time by a mechanism similar to our 
journal system*! 4f3a 

* the date and time of the meeting (could be 
done automatically from the indications 
given on the schedule), 

* the scheduled length of the meeting, 
* the place of the meeting, 
* the topic to be discussed, 
* possibly the agenda, 
* the list of attendees, 
* links to any relevant notes and references, 
* any other relevant comments, 4f3al 

* it should also contain indications about the nature of 
the reminders that the user wishes to get and the degree 
of security desired for the meeting, 4f3a2 

Two types of records should be kept, namely, 4i3h 

» the current ones 4fibl 

They should be constantly connected to the 
corresponding items on the schedule in such a manner 
that a command, say "show item" XXX, will display 
automatically that record on the display in DNLS or 
print it out in TNl>$, 4f3bia 
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- the past ones 4f3b2 

They should be stored in chronological order, Indexed 
an<s catalogued for possible subsequent retrieval 4f3b2a 

INSERTION OF CALENDAR ITEMS 4f4 

When an item is to be Inserted on the calendar system one 
should be able to proceed as follows, 4£4a 

Point out on a weekly, or a biweekly, schedule (see the 
example given in the next section) when the event is to 
be scheduled, 4f4al 

For instance, when the event is to be scheduled from 9i00 
to 10?00 am on a given day one should be able to bug that 
time slot on the weekly schedule, Two things should then 
happen automatically, namely, 4£4a2 

'• the trace of the scheduled event should appear on 
the schedule for as many 15 minute periods as the 
event is supposed to last, say XXX for the 45 minute 
meeting, and 4f4a2a 

IMPLEMENTATION 4g 

SOME COMMANDS 5 

SCHEDULE EVENT 5a 

The function of this command is to allow insertion of an item 
on the personal schedule and creation of a corresponding record 
that captures all the necessary details about that scheduled 
event, 5al 

Example 5a2 

Consider the following possible schedule for Friday, April 
26 3 5a2a 

APRIL 8 9 10 il 12 13 14 15 16 17 
EVE 

P i, fi H » pi III' fi « W ^ ff» ** f* » 
m 
fRI 26 , , SS , , XX.XX , , , *##,**##, , 5a2b 

To insert these items on the calendar, one the following three 
types of commands could be implemented: 5a3 
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1) In PNLS one could "bug" the positions on the calendar, 5a3a 

The beginning of the meeting could be indicated py 
bugging any character in the range <# s p sp sp sp> 
corresponding to the hour when the meeting is supposed to 
begin, 5a3ai 

For instance, if a one»hour meeting is called for 8t00, 
it suffices to bug any character in the "8 range" to put 
it on the calendar, 5a3a2 

If the meeting is called for 8;15 or 8i3o, then an 
appropriate number of blank spaces will indicate the 
corresponding number of 15 minute increments after the 
hour. The following examples will clearly illustrate 
that, 5a3a3 

A similar procedure indicates the end of the meeting, 5a3a4 

EXAMPLES 5a3a5 

I cnsert Item) S (from) bugi sp (to) bug2 sp CA 5a3a6 

where bugi is in the 9 range (including %M) 
and bug2 is in the 9 range (including %*), 5a3a6a 

I (nsert Item) X (from) bugi sp sp (to) bug2 sp sp CA 5a3a7 

where bugi is in the 11 range (including %«) 
and bug2 is in the 12 range (including % H), 5a3a7a 

I Cnsert Item) # (from) bugi sp (t0) bug2 CA 5a3a8 

where bugi is in the 3 range (including %") 
and bug2 is in the 4 range (including %"), 5a3a8a 

2) In TNLS# or even as a DNLS option* one Could 3ust 
indicate the times of the meeting, The following examples 
illustrate this procedure quite clearly! 5a3b 

I (nsert Item) S (from) 815 (to) 945 CA 5a3bl 

I (nsert Item) X (from) 1130 (to) 1230 CA 5a3b2 

I (nsert Item) * (from) 1515 (to) 1700 CA 5a3b3 

3) An alternative is the following! 5a3c 

I (nsert Item) S (at) 815 (for) ,5 (hours) CA 5a3ci 
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I (nsert Item) X cat) 1130 (for) 1 (hours) CA 5a3c2 

I (nsert Item) # (at) 1515 (for) 1,75 (hours) CA 5a3c3 

CANCEL EVENT 5b 

This command should cancel a scheduled task by deleting its 
trace from the personal schedule, However# the record 
corresponding to this task should be preserved in a file of 
cancelled events for future reference or future rescheduling, bbl 

DELETE EVENT 5C 

This command should delete a scheduled task along with its 
corresponding record, It should disappear from the data base 
altogether, 5cl 

RESCHEDULE EVENT 5d 

This command should reschedule a previously scheduled event at 
a new specified date and time, There are two cases to be 
considered, 5di 

* If it i5 a scheduled event# then the trace should be moved 
from its present date to the new specified date and the 
corresponding record should be modified accordingly, 5dla 

«* If the event was previously cancelled# it should be 
reclaimed from the "cancelled* file and reinstated as a 
scheduled event at the date specified, 5dlb 

SHOW EVENT 5e 

This cammand should prompt the calendar system to display the 
record corresponding to the scheduled event that is being 
pointed to on a display or referred to by its date, if a 
teletype is used that record should be printed out, 5el 

The option should be provided to "show" all the records 
corresponding to a given time period. In particular# ail the 
records for a given date should be shown in chronological order 
if the date only is pointed to or referred to, An option could 
be provided to show the a,m, or p.m, periods only, 5e2 

RETRIEVE EVENT 5f 

This command should retrieve the record of either a past event 
or a cancelled one, It should provide the option to refer to 
such a record either by its serial number# or by the name or 
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names of the participants involved in that event# or by the 
subject# or by its date and starting time# or by a combination 
thereof,, 5f l 

The capability should also be provided for retrieving all the 
records concerning on subject# or involving one person or a 
group of persons# over a given time period, 5£2 

NOTE EVENT 5S 

This command should create a "preliminary" record for a future 
event that cannot be scheduled for any one of various reasons, 
For instance# it might be a possible event in a distant future 
that cannot yet be scheduled# or it might be a tentative event 
that must be confirmed, 

Appropriate periodic reminders should be given at specified 
dates to allow for the scheduling# cancellation or deletion of 
such tentative events, 

RENIND EVENT 5h 

This command should allow the user to ask the system to send 
him a reminder of the specified event at a given date or dates, 5hi 

GLOSSARY 

Event? any appointment# meeting# trip# visit# phone call# 
deadline or any other task that is recorded in the 
calendar system and managed by it, 6a 

Schedule? the wee)cly# biweekly# or monthly summary that 
displays in a mnemonic form a person's commitments 
for that period, 6b 

Trace? the indication of a planned event on the schedule, 
A mnemonic character is inserted on the schedule 
in the time slots correspondng to the planned event 

one character for every 15 minute time period or 
fraction thereof, For instance# %E£E" might indicate 
a planned thirty minute meeting with Doug Engeibart, 6c 

Record? the numbered record that is associated with each event 
that is entered into the calendar system, 6d 

Reminder? the message that the calendar system sends to the 
user to remind him of a forthcoming event that he 
wanted to be reminded of, 6e 

II 
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comment on your 23019 
SLJ 17*MAYp74 17802 23039 

1 think interrogate should yes yes be default In sendmmail# standard 
order would be faster for me, bye# a nd you win will will get bike 
back back back g 
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Much thanks to Dirk# Mike and Jeanne Beck ior their comments on this 
item, 
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New NLS bugs 2 
JHB 17*MAY*74 23H5 

2 bugs tonitej when one uses <So to Help# he Is given the fdbk# "for 
more help type * Q again",,, He never used it in the first place# 
2) When bugging a link which is the first visaole in a statement # 
the msg "illegal link# left delimiter not found" was consistently 
received for all operations on links, The link status was ( ), The 
problem did not hold true for < > when these replaced the parens. 
The same problem existed when there were no characters preceeding the 
link, Links elsewhere in the same statment worked. Thanks, 
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journal Indicies not online 

Don't you think the Journal indicies SHOULDN'T b e archived, 
especially ones for JUL73 * DEC7 3, I try and make sure that 
ARCLOCATOR doesn't get archived even if noone reads it for awhile, so 
I feel that the .links for i ts indicies also should stay online, I 
was here on Saturday and couldn't get to the P-»Z TITLEWORD INDEX for 
JUL 73 P DEC 73, Why don't you try setting those files to ARCHIVE & 
DON'T DELETE, or to DON'T ARCHIVE in Tenex, Having them stay around 
would he helpful when working at times no operator is here to 
retrieve archived files, 
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I couldn't log in today cmay 18) as userguides, I mean, I could log 
in tout couldn't get into nlst I typed nls <cr> and got the following* 
gnls 
Ident s 
ILLEGAL INST 0 at 1, 
§ 
before I had a chance to start typing an Ident, 
I don't Know if you meant this was to be already implemented# but 
just to let you Know it's almost there, it win sure be good to have 
USERGUIDES as a username-«»wiil maKe file transfer easierl 1 
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New NLS bug in spj.it screen 
JHB 19*MAYw74 19 f 34 

Help (control G) says split (winaowJ fl t The command is actually 
Split Window,, t Hitting *Q after split doesnt tell you to hit w, 
I think the w is superfluous, ana the command should be Split 
vertically or Horizontally„ Its logivcal even if the noun field is 
not quite perfect,,,, Change the command not the documentation, 
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New NLS suggestion/bug 
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When a user types ? In expert mode, there should be some clue that 
there are more commands if he types a space ana then another ?, 
Better yet# have ail options listed with those requiring a space 
showing that# ie t for move ?, have boundary listed as 
<space>boundaryt 
If you have compications because of multiple recognition modes, then 
it should be worked in anyway# 1 
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New NLS bug 
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When in Ju»p to rile Peturn and spacing pacK through the UnK list 
(about 8 loads) received "pushdown overflow at 25301" and was left in 
exec, Continue got! "illegal instruction at 17000420001 at user 
411516", whew, 
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Re 23041t number 2 



CHI 2Q*MAY«74 08}40 23047 
Request for more info on link bunging problem 

Jim* what were the name delimiters for the statement in which you 
could not buq a link if it were the first visible in the statement 
(could NLS have thought it was a statement name?)? -- Charles, 1 
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and attributes, 

FILE newhosts % CLIO#) (kudlick#newhosts#) % 
I 

% PROGRAM TO GENERATE NLS FILE TO BE RUN THROUGH OUTPUT ASSEMBLER FOR 
ASCII HOSTNAMES FILE % 

2 

% default input file = <feinler>hostaddr»master % 2a 

% default output file a <netin£o>hosts % 
2b 

% Global declarations % 3 

REGISTER r2 ? 2> 3a 

DECLARE dirnot 3b 

DECLARE 3c 

stid# % input tile top piex# current host statement % 3cl 

endstid# % origin of input file % 3c2 

filf# % TRUE if output is NEW FILE % 3C3 

outstidf % output file current tail stid % 3c4 

DECLARE STRING dirname C40)» 3d 

DECLARE STRING xlit C801) % for file names* 
3e 

(newhosts) PROCEDURE* 4 

% Local Declarations % 4a 

LOCAL TEXT POINTER tpi# t P2# tp3, substidf 4al 

LOCAL STRING inpstrtlOG}* % used to hold attribute names % 4a2 

LOCAL STRING statementC150)* % used for formatting output line 
% 4a3 

LOCAL STRING attstrC20)t 
4a4 

1 
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###»•##•* **#####*# *##**###* *##*##*#* % 

% INITIALIZATION? SETTING UP ATTRIBUTE NAMES % 

#lnpstr* » "NICKNAMES,% EQL» 

% to add a new attribute name, put it wltbin quotes, % 

% the final quote to be preceded AND followed by % 

% a comma, as with the name NICKNAMES above o % 

% ********* **#««*#** *«*#*«*«« ####*###* #####*#*# % 

% initialization# opening files % 

% get output file name % 

otflO? 

% get input fue name % 

inf1C)r 

% loop to process input % 

crlfC) ? 

typeas ($" Program starting,»)i 

LOOP 

BEGIN 

% get host name % 

CCPQ5 SF(stid)| 

•statement* - NULL I 

4b 

4C 

4c i 

4d 

4e 

4£ 

4Q 

4h 

4hi 

4hla 

4h2 

4h2a 

41 

411 

412 

413 

4i3a 

4i 3b 

4i3bl 

4i3b2 

2 
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xtrnamc$statement# Sswork# *1)? 

% get Host address % 

sutestid stidf %starting point of searcp% 

substid namingrpCsubstid# substid# $"H0ST*ADDR"# 10)j 

IF substid » endfil THEN 

BEGIN 

• statement# «- "skipping »•# •statement*# " * • • No 
Host»Addr statement"? 

crlf ()? 

typeas(sstatement)? 

GOTO newslte? 

END f 

IF NOT FIND SF( S U b S t i d )  > C#H £')] $NP *tpl ISO *tp2 
THEN 

BEGIN 

•statement# «r "skipping »# *statement^# " ,,, No 
Host-^Addr value" | 

crlf C)i 

typeas(sstateroent)? 

GOTO newsite? 

END 

% first line of entryf HOST NAHE and HOST ApDR % 

ELSE #statement* - #statement*# % # tpl tp2? 

4i3b3 

4i 3c 

4i3ci 

413c2 

4i3c3 

4i3C3a 

4i3c3b 

413C3C 

4i3c3d 

4i3c3e 

4i3C3f 

413c4 

4i3c4a 

4i3c4b 

4i3c4c 

4l3c4d 

413c4e 

4i3C4f 

4i3d 

4i3di 
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outstld „ cisCoutstid# Sstatement, sucdlr)! 
413 d 2 

% second line of entry? STATUS* % 413e 

substid stld? %starting point of searcp% 4i3ei 

substid ^ namingrpcsuostid, substid, $"STATUS", 10)? 4i3e2 

•statement* _ "STATUSs"? 4i3e3 

IF substid « endfil THEN GOTO nosite? 4i3e4 

IF NOT FIND SF(subStid) > C'C3 t*)3 $NP "tpl 
CE"SEHVERM3/f MUSE8"3/C"TIFH33 "tp2 THEN 4i3«5 

(nosite)f 4i3e5a 

•statement* - *statement*, "UNKNOWN" 4i3e5b 

ELSE *statement* - *statement*# tpl tp2? 
4i3e6 

% third and subseouent lines of entry? % 4i3f 

FIND SFC*inpstr*3 *tpl? 4i3£1 

LOOP 4i3f2 

BEGIN 4i3f2a 

IF NOT FIND tpl > $NP *tpl t f # 3 *tP3 wtp2 .tp2 THEN 4i3t2b 

BEGIN 4i3f2bl 

fattrC$statement3f % output final attr for this 
site % 4i3f2b2 

EXIT LOOP? 413f2b3 

END 4i3£2b4 

ELSE % get next attribute name and process it % 4i3f2c 

BEGIN 413f2c1 

*attstr* - tPl tP21 413f2c2 

4 
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tPiUJ w tp3CU| 4i3£2c3 

IF NOT attrCSattstr# sstatement) THEN 4i3f2c4 

BEGIN 4i3t2c4a 

fattr(Sstatement)? 4i3£2c4b 

EXIT LOOP? 4i3£2c4e 

END? 4i3f2C4d 

END J 413«2c5 

END ? 
4i3f2d 

% get next top level site«name % 4i3g 

fnewsite)? IF C stid _ getsuc(stid)) = endstid THEN E XIT 
LOOP ? 

413gt 

ENDf % of main loop % 4i3h 

4131 

% close files % 4i4 

freflntO? 4i4a 

erlfUj 4i5 

typeasC$"H0ST5 program terminated normally,")? 416 

RETURN f 417 

END, 
418 

fattr) PROCEDURE (atstr# statement)? %£ind and output next attribute 
% 5 

REF atstr# statement? 5a 

LOCAL sbstid? 5b 

LOCAL TEXT POINTER tpl# tp2? 5c 

5 
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sbstid _ stidi %starting point of search% 5d 

sbstid „ namingrpCsbstid, sbstid, $atstr, 10)$ 5e 

IF sbstid s endfil THEN RETURN (FALSE)! 5f 

IF NOT FIND SF(sbstid) > C*(J (*)] $NP *tpl 1$CH (ENDCHR) *tp2 
THEN RETURN (TRUE) % no attribute value for this attribute name 
% 5g 

ELSE 5^ 

BEGIN 5hl 

% get previous attribute out % 5h2 

outstid - cisfoutstid, sstatement, sucdir)! 5h2a 

% prepare this attribute for next output % 5h3 

•statement* - *atstr», *#, tpi tp2| 5h3a 

END 8 5h4 

RETURN (TRUE ) f 51 

END, 
53 

(fattr) PROCEDURE (stmnt)f % output final attribute for this site% 6 

REF fstr, stmntf 6a 

% put EOL on final attr, and get it out % 6b 

*stmnt* m *stmnt#, EoLf 6c 

outstid » cis(outstld, Sstmnt, sucdir)? 6d 

RETURN j 6e 

END, 
61 

Cinfi) PROCEDURE! I determine input file name % 7 

LOCAL TEXT POINTER tpl, tp2f 7a 

6 
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LOOP 7b 

BEGIN 7 b1 

stid „ origin* 7b2 

CTlf C)* 7b3 

typeesCS" Input file a •») * 7b4 

axlit* „ NULL* 7b5 

txtlit ($Xlit) * 7b6 

If X lit.l # 0 THEN 7b7 

BEGIN 7b7a 

IF NOT FIND SFfaxllt*) > '< THEN 7b7b 

BEGIN 7b7bl 

I JSYS gjinf? 7b7b2 

dirno m r2* 7b7b3 

gdname (dirno# $dirname)i 7b7b4 

axlit* - *<f * dirname*# f>, axlit** 7b7b5 

END* 7b7b6 

IF NOT FIND SF (axllt#) > E',3 THEN #xlit* «. #Xlit## SNLS' 1* 7b7c 

END 7b7d 

ELBE 7b8 

BEGIN 7b8a 

*Xiit* m H<FEINLEB>HQ$TAPDK*MA5TEH #NLSM * 7b8b 

typeas(SXlit)* 7b8c 

END* 7b8d 

IF NOT (stid.sttile « open(0#$xlit)3 THEN 7b9 

7 
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BEGIN 7b9a 

typeasCS" Unable to open input file, Try another ")? 7b9b 

REPEAT LOOP? 7b9c 

END I 7b9d 

endstid „ stid? 7bl0 

IF (stid 1= getsub(stld)5 « stid THEN 7hli 

BEGIN 7b 1 la 

typeasCs"Empty input file. Try another ") f 7bilb 

REPEAT LOOP? 7bHC 

END? 7bl1d 

EXIT LOOP? 7b12 

END? 
7b I 3 

RETURN? 7c 

END. 
7d 

(otfl) PROCEDURE? % determine output file name % 8 

LOCAL zeroval,hstid,tstid? 8a 

LOCAL TEXT POINTER tPl# tp2? 8b 

zeroval « 0? 8c 

LOOP 8d 

BEGIN 8dl 

freflntO? 8d2 

outstid m origin? 8d3 

crifO? 8d4 

8 
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typeas($M O utput file s W)| 8d5 

#Xlit# „ NULLf 8d6 

txtlit($xiit); 8d7 

IF Xllt ,L # 0 THEN 8d8 

BEGIN 8d8a 

IF NOT FIND SF(#xUt#) > F< THEN 8d8b 

BEGIN 8d8bl 

I JSYS gjinfj 8d8b2 

dirno m t2t 8d8b3 

gdname C dirno, $dirname)j 8d8b4 

«xiit# • #<, #dirname#, f>, #xiit#j 8d8b5 

END t 8d8b6 

IF N OT FIND SFC*xlit#) > C#,3 THEN *xlit# _ #xlit#, %NLSW> 8d8c 

END 8d8d 

ELSE 8d9 

BEGIN 8d9a 

#Xlit« » H<NETINFO>HQSTS9NL5mJ 8d9b 

typeas C$xlit) j 8d9c 

ENDI 8d9d 

% Open calls err if it doesn't find the file, % 8di0 

ON SIGNAL ELSE GOTO newfilej 8di0a 

IF o utstid,stfile « opencO, Sxlit) THEN 8dll 

BEGIN 8dlla 

typeasCS" Cold file) CPNFIRH » )p 8dlib 

9 
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IF inoutC) # CA THEN REPEAT LOOP? Sdlic 

hstid ̂  pixsetCgetsub(outstid)ststid)} 8dlld 

cdelgrpChstid,tstid,FALSE,$zeroval)? 8dlle 

END 8dl 1 f 

ELSE 8d12 

BEGIN 8dl2a 

(newfile)i 8dl2b 

typeasCS" (new file) CONFIRM •»)? 8dl2c 

IF input C) # CA THEN REPEAT LOOP? 8dl2d 

ON SIGNAL ELSE NULLf %disarm all of them% 8di2e 

IF NOT outstid , stfile „ openull(Sxlit) THEN 8dl2f 

BEGIN 8dl2fi 

typeas($ M B ad output File Name «)? % (that's all it could 
be) % 8dl2f2 

REPEAT LOOP? 8di2f3 

END 8dl2f4 

ELSE EXIT LOOP? 8di2g 

END? 8dl2h 

EXIT LOOP? 8dl3 

END? 
8di 4 

RETURN? 8e 

END, 
81 

FINISH 9 

10 
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Jake the program to create an NLS f ile of network hostnames# 
hostaddresses, and attributes has been journalized and distributed to 
you, 
A compiled version exists in (kudlick, newhosts,rel, ), 1*11 leave 
that in my directory till Wednesday 22*May, then delete it, You can 
always recoompile from the journalized source code, using the 
Programs subsystem command "compile file", 
tf f Hike i 

1 
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Response to (30550,) problem with TERM SCO 

Dave, there are some programming incompatibilities between taskers 
running NLS and terminal type scope preventing us from implementing 
that feature, i 

1 
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I forgot that I sent yog a journal item about the senol at a time 
when the new journal system was experimental and later learned It 
never reached you, I win mail you stuff about the Senol, 
I hear you have talkd to Jim N about access to NLS, Did he mention 

that there has been vague tax* of goutberland suing NLS for 
dcumentation? Elsie leavltt was here on that score a few months, 
Cia 1 

1 
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AUTHOR(S)I SLO 

MESSAGE: "Would you tell me# Please# w hich way I ought to walk from 
here?", "That depends a good deal on where you want to go to# said 
the Cat, "I don't care where"w*said Alice, Then it doesn't matter 
which way you walk# " said the Cat, "So long as 1 get somewhere," 
Alice added as an explantion, "Qh# you're sure to d© that# said the 
Cat# if you only walk long enough," Alice felt that this could not 
be denied so she tried another question, "What sort of people live 
about here?" in THAT direction# the Cat said# waving its right paw 
around# lives a Hatter; and in THAT direction# waving the other paw# 
lives a March Hare, Visit either you likes they're both mad, Byt 1 
don't want to go among mad people# Alice remarked, "Oh# you can't 
help that # " said the Cat# "we're all mad here, I'm mad, you're 
mad, "HOW do you know I'm mad#", said Alice, "you must be," said 
the cat# "or you wouldn't have come here", 1 

1 
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My feelings about 23006 'Help Additions and Fixes Currently Being 
Implemented* 

Much thanks to Dirk, Mike and Jeanne Beck for their comments on this 
item, 

i 
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Introduction 1 

This document is an incomplete list of those needs that were not 
mentioned as being currently under implementation, I have only 
listed those needs I believe are necessary for the Help system to 
be useable and of value. Asterisks refer to needs satisfied by 
the accessing system I have coded. This is only to indicate those 
items where the arguments Mlt can't be done" and "it's too hard to 
do" are false, la 

In general# the long needed items in 230Q6 should make Help more 
useable, A few things seemed like they would do the exact 
opposite, 

New commands# features# or conceptual modifications! 2 

I will not list these as they are to be discussed in a later 
document, However,. * 2 a 

* The "Show mode" sounds difficult to use and explain, In fact# 
it sounds like getting to the Quit command as well as the new 
"Back" command being implemented is going to be at least as much 
or more of a hassle to do and explain as before, 2b 

* I notice bugging a node is being implemented, Bugging a word as 
well for a name search is not being implemented, 2c 

Another command word "Back" is being added, 2d 

* I saw no reference to allowing the user to specify map views 
or verbose views, The inability of choosing a type of view 
causes many accessing problems and database design problems, 
Also# it is currently the prime reason for the need to return 
in Help, I predict no implementation of "Back" commands, no 
matter hew fancy, will ever satisfy this need, 2dl 

"viewspecs will work in included links", It doesn't say how, I 
predict they will be implemented in some way to accomodate the 
Help link handling mechanism (see*«2288i,j and won't really work 
in a useful way, For instance! 2e 

# a formatting link containing only viewspecs (no address), as 
the Locator Files use and would be valuable many places in Help 
will probably not work, 2ei 

The top node will probably be treated separately somehow from 
it's substructure so viewspecs will not take effect in one or 
the other, 2e2 

1 
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Additions and fixes requested by the data base builders that are not 
mentioned in 23006| 3 

Change punctuation characters input by users to their 
alphanumeric name equivalent, Currently# when a user types 
something like; Show EAJ«, all that happens is the message 
"illegal list characters" appears, 3a 

When the second word of a two word show search is not found# take 
a link at the node addressed by the first word to search for the 
second, 3b 

Automatically remember every word asked for by a user# but not 
found in Heip, 3c 

# Make available editing the view seen on the screen, That is# 
being able to make a correction without having to quit out of the 
Help subsystem, load the help database, re-find the place, make 
the edit, fire up the Help subsystem, and then re-find the place 
again to see how it looks, 3d 

* Links# available for users to choose within a single node, That 
is, in Help, links marked by a certain Q*spec should be menued 
within a statement instead of being automatically "included", 
This is to do the following, 3e 

1, Allow Help to work faster by 3el 

A, allowing us to get rid of the many ugly little statements 
that are nothing but links; 3ela 

B, allowing the the user to choose when he wants to take a 
linfc instead of automatically "including" (searching and 
displaying) every link, 3eib 

2, Augment the "show also" convention for the following 
reasons, 3e2 

A, to allow the user to get where he wants to go without 
having to type the whole word, just a number, 3e2a 

B, make the database easier to maintain, (A u ser program 
exists to check what links work or don't work, There is 
nothing that checks if a "Show also" works or not), 3e2b 

C, allow items to be menued that are references (to concepts 
in the noae) but are not classified by that node (do not 
belong in it's substructure), This would get rid of the 

2 
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annoying "loops" in the database that many people have 
complained about, 3e2c 

Bug fixes 4 

Statement 4B under Bug Fixes says "Do not make general subsystem 
commands other than quit (e,g,# execute# etc,) available,9 V" 4a 

The Execute command is already not available, The bug fix 
would be to make it available as it would be most valuable to 
Execute a command in another subsystem to try it out and then 
be back in help, 4al 

The unwanted carriage returns that are issued with every link that 
is taken should be fixed, 4b 

It would be nice to have the abiiiy to use the commands Execute 
Help and be able to see the desired information without having it 
Immediately disappear, 4c 

References ^ 
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